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BUBBLE POWER
-Sourav (611785)

Deuterium fusion is better than the hydrogen fusion because 1gm of deuterium

can produce several thousand kilowatts mire energy when compared to that of

hydrogen fusion. This fusion would be an energy resource to every part of the

world for several hundred years in a cheap and an efficient way.

Most miracles in the past were an accident . Similarly , the method of

producing bubbles to implode also came from a student who was trying to

detect neutrons by sending several into a flask through his experiment . So the

researchers knew that bubbles can be produced by the collision of neutrons

and the deuterated acetone fluid present in the flask can generate several tiny

bubbles of nanometres size using pressure. These bubbles expand to a certain

ment would generate. The main drawback of this Sonofusion is that the release

of energy cant be controlled when more than expected number of atoms fuse.

Several interesting methods could help in overcoming the drawback of

Sonofusion. Sonofusion is widely known as an update of sonoluminescence.

Sonoluminescence is just for a single bubble, not suitable for fusion, but has

created a hope that bubble power can be produced if the number of bubbles and

the size of bubbles is increased. Sonofusion is a process in which sound waves

are used to produce tiny bubbles using piezoelectric materials. Shock waves are

generated by varying the pressure so that sufficient conditions are met to

implode the bubble to produce energy. Many researchers observed that bubbles

which were produced naturally by the deuterated acetone liquid are of less size

and are not suitable to produce violent explosions. So, researchers started

producing the bubbles when necessary using neutrons which are sent externally

to collide the inner deuterium atoms. Why not hydrogen plasma? Deuterated

acetone can easily produce bubbles and also have tendency to produce

maximum size bubbles which are suitable to produce large amounts of energy.

This fluid is less hazardous and cheaper as well.

The following is the construction and working of the equipment which is used

to fuse the deuterium atoms:

 Piezoelectric substance and neutron detectors known as Scintillators.

 Photo multipliers- used to detect photon bursts when photons are used

instead of neutrons to produce bubbles .

 The voltage circuit- used to vary the piezoelectric substance which indeed

produce the pressure waves.

 The neutrons are sent externally , to make collisions between several atoms

which are already present inside the flask. This process should be done at

the lowest pressure point for tiny bubbles of deuterium acetonate vapours

formed due to heat produced during collisions in the flask.

 The shock waves are produced due to collision of nuclei by exceeding the

opposing electrostatic force produced by the nuclei when they come closer.

 This process of fusion produces energy , tritium and a proton which

confirms that this is a fusion reaction.

Generally there are two possibilities for a given fusion reaction:

1) Neutron and helium 2) Tritium and proton

The key elements in the construction of the sonofusion equipment :

 Neutron generator , neutron and gamma ray detection devices.

 Pyrex glass which holds deuterated acetone.

 Microphone and speaker which are used to listen to the pop sound when

implosion occurs in the bubble.

You may think how all this is related to our electronics ?

The main process of pressure variations is done by piezoelectric substances

which are indeed controlled by voltage circuit by compressions and expansions

of the piezoelectric substance. Are voltage circuits the only thing related to

Sonofusion? No! there are several proposals and tests that are being processed

for a better equipment with suitable conditions. This includes several programs

in order to control and monitor the interior of the flask which is operated by

skilled people. To control the energy that is released, we should be careful with

the equipment as it releases huge amount of energy which can't be controlled if

it goes too worse .

This alternative source of energy can change the fate of the world with a cheap

and better source of energy rather than destroying nature for energy resources.

INDUCTORS IN INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
-P. N. S. Meghana (611756)

Normally in ICs, pseudo inductors (i.e.) resistors and capacitors are used

instead of real inductors and they perform more similar like real inductors. But

in some applications (i.e.) for Radio Receivers and Satellite Communications,

we need real inductors. So, there is a need to mini-aturize inductors and design

them into ICs to allow for low real state requirement on PCBs(Printed Circuit

Boards). The efficient solution for this problem is the use of bond wires.

Inductors can be fabricated through bond wires connecting the core die and

package pins. In addition, to provide good isolation and to reduce EMI/EMC

problems, Guard rings are placed around inductors. Bond wires can be made of

any material like gold, silver, copper and aluminium. But gold is used mostly

where performance is meant to be important criteria. If properly designed, wire

bonding can be used at frequencies above 100 GHz. Bond wires are usually of

15um thickness. So, we can miniaturize the size of inductors with the help of

them. As guard rings provide better isolation between neighboring

components, there will be no such effect of electro-magnetic interference

(EMI) at high frequencies. In this way, inductors can be miniaturized and

fabricated inside ICs meant for high frequency and satellite communication.
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required level which help the

deuterium atoms to fuse and

produce energy either through

a 'pop' sound or light energy

which is based on the size and

capacity of the equipment.

Larger equipment can produce

larger amounts of energy as

more number of atoms fuse

together, while this may be

dangerous. We should also be

able to predict the amount of

energy that a particular equip-

Most of the analog and digital circuits are pos-

sible to be implemented in Integrated Circuits,

but it is still not possible to put inductor inside

Integrated circuits. This is because that inductor

occupies a comparatively huge area in IC than

all other components fabricated inside it. Also,

the induced magnetic field affects the nearby

components and changes the properties of the

corresponding components.
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1) In a bode magnitude plot, which one of the following slopes would be

exhibited at high frequencies by 4th order all- pole system?

(a) -80 dB/decade (b) -40 dB/decade

(c) +40 dB/decade (d) +80 dB/decade

2) A BJT in a common- base configuration is used to amplify a signal 

received by 50Ω antenna. Assume KT/q = 25mV, the value of collector bias 

current (in mA) required to match the input impedance of the amplifier to the 

antenna is _____________.

3) With initial values y(0) = y’(0) = 1, the solution of the differential equation,

𝑑2𝑦

𝑑𝑥2
+ 4

𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑥
+ 4y =0 at x = 1     is?

GATE PROBLEMS

**Solutions to the previous issue questions are included in the e-copy

TECHATOON

Editors’ Note
Hello readers!!

Hope you guys are doing well. Here we are back again with the

volume 2 issue 11 of our newsletter “ECE HERALD”. To make

your reading intresting and relatable we have tried our best. Firstly,

an article about the accidental discovery of bubble power is drafted.

A short note regarding inductors in integrated circuits is given.

A motivating article Be yourself no matter what is penned. A

thought provoking article regarding the new innovation diamond

transistor has been put forward. A theoretical article about the

wormholes and their existence is written in the newsletter. An

article about the latest development in defense system that is stealth

technology is penned. Lastly, an article regarding the initiative

taken by the government to boost up the economy titled Paving the

way for self-reliant India has been put forward. Other intresting

and creative stuff like Techatoon, artworks, riddles like Quizvid -20,

gate problems and pic of the month add its own elegance to the

newsletter. All your recommendations will be considered and are

always welcomed. We are expecting an enthusiastic contribution to

the newsletter, be it an article of your own interest or artworks or

any other interesting stuffs.

For any questions, suggestions, ideas, articles or artworks please

contact us at theeceherald@nitandhra.ac.in.

Keep reading and keep contributing!!

Happy reading!!

WORMHOLES
- V. K. S. Koushal (991317)

Wormholes is a theoretical concept arisen from one of the possi-

bilities of the theory of relativity. These are seemed to be spherical, a

bit like Black holes. If seen in reality light from the other side passes

through from a farther away space giving you a window, once crossed

the other side comes fully into view receding your old home

shimmering through that window.

What makes this concept intriguing is

“DO WORMHOLES EXIST ? or Is it the same as one of those

concepts disguised by Mathematics and Physics. If Exists How

can we find them? And how do they Work?

According to Einstein theory of relativity, time is said to be an

illusion that is also relative and flexible. After the discovery of the

theory of relativity, Einstein has also proposed a theory called

Einstein Rosen Bridges. According to this theory there exists bridges

in space connecting two distant farther away spaces like two different

stars reducing the time and distance to be travelled. This also

describes every Black hole to be a portal to infinite parallel universe.

Various kinds of theories arose from this idea of Wormholes, one is

the very Old String Theory of Wormholes. If this String theory is

assumed to be correct then Our Universe would be described to be

having a Tangled web of countless wormholes. After the Big bang

during Quantum fluctuations at a small scale, far smaller than an

atom there are millions of wormholes created called traversable

wormholes. Which are connected through the strings creating a path

called Cosmic strings. In the first billionth of trillionth second after

the Big Bang, the ends of these cosmic strings are pulled away and

were scattered all over the universe. So if the wormholes are already

created either through these strings or any other theory they are just

waiting out there just to be found out.

Another fascinating theory about these wormholes is about the man-

made wormholes. This is about a thought-provoking idea about

creating a wormhole under special conditions. But there are many

contraries to this as though the wormholes are created, Earth's gravity

will have a very great effect on these leading to the closure of these

within no time, this is where the concept of EXOTIC MATTER

comes into play. Most of us will be aware of both matter and

antimatter in which any two particles will have an attractive force on

each other, but whereas in case of Exotic matter also known as

negative mass exhibits repulsive force among the particles which will

help in keeping the wormholes open. Another contrary comes when

we talk about the size of the wormholes, the size of these must be

sufficient enough for human beings, if not the gravitational present on

this will leads to the fatality of human beings entering the wormhole.

So finally does a wormholes exist!! Practically it is still a mystery but

we say it as wormholes are said to exist from the mathematical theory

of relativity which is a mathematical equation with many possible

answers of which there's need not be a certainty that they must be

practically existing……

REFERENCE:

• https://www.space.com/20881-wormholes.html
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S Kartheek

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected educat-
ional institutions world wide. All institutions are
shut in India. In this hard times, ECE department
of NIT Tadepalligudem came up with Online
summer internships for their students. Depart-
ment is organising 45 days online internship for
2nd and 3rd year ECE students. Interested
students can contact Dr. Puli Kishore, HOD, ECE
through mails

hod_ece@nitandhra.ac.in, 
pulikishorek@nitandhra.ac.in. 
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BE YOURSELF NO MATTER WHAT
-Krishna (611738)

Not everyone you met in your life stay with you. Not even your own shadow stays

by your side when you walk in dark. It doesn't mean you're alone. You have the

best person you can ever find in your life to accompany you. Its you. Nothing can

make you happier than being you. Fight with yourself, talk to yourself, argue with

yourself and find your true self. All of us had stopped finding our true selves and

started living the life that someone led and showed us. Let us say that you had an

uncle who succeeded in his life, got a perfect job and was well settled in life. Even

though he had his ways of leading life, you following the same path he did, may

not give you the same result. Because you were not him. You are who you are and

no one can be like you no matter how hard they try. You may not achieve the

things like others did but you can achieve things that no one ever did. It is all

about being in your own way. You can't impress everyone you meet in your life.

You can't be impressed by everyone you see in your life. Even god hadn't

impressed everyone who were living on this earth. Hence the word ‘Atheist’

arose. It doesn't matter who follows you and who stays with you, don't loose your

own self who always cherishes you, who always stands for you. Believe in

yourself and if you really do, no matter how hard your path be, you'll reach your

destination definitely. Love yourself and stand for yourself no matter what

happens in your life. You may not be good at all things and you need not be. Be

the same and improve yourself at the things you are good at and minimize the

wrong doings in the things at which you were bad.

STEALTH TECHNOLOGY
- D. Venkata Sai Josna (611619)

Stealth technology is a technique of making an aircraft less visible to the

enemy by reducing its IR and RADAR visibility. It is widely used in

military aviation. It is scientifically called Low Observatory. This was first

used by Germany at the end of World War II. The very basic idea of

Stealth technology is to blend the aircraft with its background. When a

plane flies into the path of RADAR, the transmitted signal bounces back

to the sensor that determines the parameters like range, direction, speed

and altitude. This is primarily used in air traffic control systems.

Stealth technology aims at reducing IR visibility, providing visual stealth,

reducing acoustic signature and reducing RADAR visibility. Numerous

techniques have been adopted to ensure this. IR (Infrared) radiations are

emitted by all the bodies at a temperature higher than 0K. Also, surfaces

of the aircraft radiate IR due to the friction of wind. Thus, engines should

be deployed inside the aircraft and cooling mechanisms should be provided

so that the temperature remains under permissible levels.

The aircrafts were initially painted in black for achieving visual stealth.

Today, electro-chromic polymers have been developed, which sense the

background color and then adapt accordingly. Engines should be designed

such that they emit less noise. Use of sound absorbent materials could help

reduce the acoustic signature. RADAR basically detects based on two

phenomenon namely echo and Doppler Effect. Thus RADAR stealth can

be achieved in two ways- Changing the shape of the aircraft and RAM

(Radar Absorbing Materials). Conventional aircrafts are round in shape

thus acting as good radar reflectors. Stealth aircrafts are modeled with flat

surfaces and sharp edges so that they reflect the incoming radio waves at

different angles that the receiver can’t detect. Also the effective Radar

Cross section is reduced in Stealth aircrafts.

RAM’s are special kind of materials like carbon in glue, silicon polymers

or foam substances that are capable of absorbing the incident radar signal

thereby reducing its detectability. Another technique is Active

Cancellation, where a radar source is deployed in the aircraft itself. Based

on the frequency of the incident radar signal and the reflection coefficient

of the surface material, the radar source generates an exactly phase

reversed wave that cancels the reflected wave. Thus the aircraft is left

undetected.

Plasma stealth is the current area of research, where countries like Russia

are investing a lot. A plasma material containing ionic particles is released

by the aircraft to surround it which simultaneously reduces visibility and

these ions absorb the radio signals. Currently , Stealth technology is used

in countries like USA, Russia, Spain, France, UK, China and Germany.

This technology is even used in ships and submarines. DRDO has

developed an Unmanned Combat Air Vehicle-AURA for procurement in

Indian Air Force. It is still being tested and is on its way to be launched in

2020. Thus, Stealth Technology has a bright future ahead and would find

applications in many fields.

DIAMOND TRANSISTOR
-P. N. S. Meghana (611756)

Scientists at the Tokyo Institute of Technology have blossomed a new type of

transistor – made from diamond – which could prove helpful for high-power

applications.

Transistors are generally made from semiconductors – materials that permit

electric current to flow through them only under specific controllable

circumstances. Researchers are looking into the possibility of utilizing doped

diamond as semi-conductors in order to manufacture hard-wearing transistors with

a wide band gap, high thermal conductivity and the potential to withstand high

electric fields without breaking. Researchers in Japan have flourished in

fabricating a new design of transistor using diamond doped with phosphorus and

boron. The new transistor operates accurately at high temperatures and can be

useful in power devices.

Basically, Junction field-effect transistors (JFETs) work by changing the

conductivity of the channel through which the current flows. They built up JFETs

by doping diamond with impure gases holding either boron or phosphorus, during

the chemical vapor deposition process. Phosphorus has five free electrons as

contrary to diamond’s four, so every atom productively adds an extra electron (n-

type doping). Boron, on the other hand, has only three electrons so every atom

creates a ‘hole’.

The team has built the desired shape and structure of each transistor. The flow

channel was made up of p-type diamond, with the n-type diamond making a

peculiar structure of two gates placed on either side of the channel . When open,

the p-type channel is full of holes so there is plenty of space for the current to flow

through the holes, but once a voltage is passed concurrently through the n-type

gates, the holes are filled in to create a depletion layer that closes off the channel

to current. The flow of current can therefore be attentively supervised according to

the voltage passing through the gates. This is the first transistor of its kind to be

made from diamond and to function accurately even at higher temperatures. The

capability of the lateral-gated diamond transistors to withstand high currents and

high voltages when stacked vertically means the new devices could be very

helpful in power applications.

Diamond junction field-effect transistors were fabricated by the selective growth

of phosphorus-doped n+ -type diamond. The n+ diamonds were grown at the

sidewalls of a boron-doped p-type channel, and lateral pn junctions were formed

under optimized conditions of microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition. We

know that the drain current could be well modulated by controlling the depletion

layers in the pchannel, and the devices turned into the offcurrent state when the

channel was closed by the depletion layers. The resulting Diamond transistor has

much elevated power performance and higher durability under the most extreme

temperatures and conditions, possibly including the cosmic radiation of deep

space
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Sending you smiles for every moment 

of your special day.

K Sumanth (611641) - 6th June

G Deepika (611625) - 17th June

H Avinash (611629) - 17th June

K Manoj Kumar Reddy (611643) – 19th June

T Vyshnavi (611671) - 20th June

Swetha Praharsha G (611669) - 22th June

A Akhilaniketh (611602) - 27th June 

Supriya M (611641) - 28th June
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PAVING THE WAY FOR SELF-RELIANT 

INDIA
-Karisma Panda(611736)

The GDP of our country seems to be in a free fall since the invasion of

COVID-19. The pandemic has indeed ravaged the global economy and

pushed it into a recession. The whole world is witnessing perhaps one of the

steepest slowdown. So in order to reboot the economy, the Prime Minister

announced the ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan (or Self-reliant India Mission)’

with an economic stimulus package worth Rs 20 lakh crores aimed towards

accomplishing the mission which accounts to 10% of India’s GDP for the

fiscal year 2019-20. The mission conceivably is a dynamic concept which sets

sight on cutting down dependence on imports by ensuring production of

quality products on a large scale which will cater to India’s requirements and

boost export of surplus products. In fact the kingpin is to aggrandize the local

products and was a wake-up call to be vocal about local thus shouldn’t be

misapprehended to signify any exclusionary or isolationist strategies. It is

likely to aid local manufacturers to build brands globally which would bring a

sea change in the economic landscape. The Mission would plausibly adjunct

‘Make In India Initiative’ which intends to stimulate manufacturing in India.

The Prime Minister has laid down five pillars of ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’-

1. Economy that would take quantum jumps and not incremental changes.

2. Infrastructure that should be top-notch and becomes the identity of India

which is synonymous with a modern India.

3. A system that is technology-driven.

4. Vibrant demography that is wellspring of energy for a self-reliant India.

5. Demand, whereby the robustness of our demand and supply chain

should be utilized to full extent.

The first tranche of economic stimulus worth Rs 5,94,500 crore aimed at

turning up businesses in the MSME, real estate, NBFC sectors. It included Rs

50,000 crore equity infusions for MSMEs, liquidity relief measures worth Rs

30,000 for NBFCs and advised states to extend the completion date of real

estate projects. The second tranche of measures worth Rs 3,10,000 catered to

migrant workers and vendors. It includes ’One nation one ration card’ that

was promulgated to permit migrant workers to procure ration from any depot

in the country and a credit facility of Rs 5,000 crore to support around 50 lakh

street vendors who will have access to an initial Rs 10,000 working capital.

Forbye Rs 2 lakh crore will be given to farmers through Kisan credit cards.

The third tranche of the measures worth Rs 1.5 lakh crore focused on the

agriculture and allied sectors including dairy, animal husbandry and fisheries

as the government proclaimed steps to bolster the overall farm sector. The

fourth installment comprised of structural reforms in sectors including coal,

minerals, defense production, air space management, airports, space sector

and atomic energy as part of the efforts to boost the sagging economy. It

included easing usance of the Indian air space to truncate air travel cost,

commercial mining in the coal sector and privatizing discoms to streamline

their functions for better accountability. In the final dose of the economic

package underscore was given to health, disinvestment, industry and

measures to eradicate unemployment. The declared package is considered to

be substantially less owing to the fact that it includes the RBI’s liquidity

decisions in the calculation. Thus, the declared amount is 10% of GDP, but

less than 5% cash outgo is expected. The package rests on liquidity support so

that businesses can be revamped and is anticipated to set the economic cycle

back in motion. The global supply chains have been disrupted and all nations

are sunk in combating their own issues. Our demands during the predicament

were met locally so it was the need of the hour to be vocal about the local

products and succor these local products to become global. For instance, the

supply chain and global manufacturing controlled by Chinese economy is

shattered due to COVID. Thus it was essential to become self-reliant for

goods and service like N-95 masks, ventilators. Restrictions on mobility have

led to stringent rules over the flow of goods, services and labour across

countries and prospects of economic cooperation seem to be slumping which

makes it necessary to leverage India’s inner potential. It is not meant to

refrain globalization, rather is a clarion call for a new form of globalization-

from profit-driven to people-centric that takes into account the needs of

derelicts and vulnerable. STRIKING DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MADE IN

INDIA AND SELF RELIANT INDIA ‘Make in India’ is an open call for

foreign investors to set up manufacturing industries in India. It applies to any

product that is fully manufactured in India. But Atmanirbhar Bharat resonates

well with the ideology of Swadeshi, or being indigenous. It would help to

progressively shift from ‘Made in India’ to ‘Made by India’. It aims at relying

solely on our resources and ceasing intervention of foreign companies in the

process of making a final product from the raw materials. Thus it will provide

ample scope to our manpower to demonstrate their skills. We have indeed

turned the crisis to opportunity. At the onset of virus, there wasn’t a single

PPE kit made in India. The N-95 masks were produced in meagre quantity.

Today we are in a condition to manufacture 2 lakh PPE and 2 lakh N-95

masks daily. The package will give impetus for the upliftment of the country

and momentum to the self-reliant campaign.

V. Sneha (611771)



SOLUTIONS OF PREVIOUSLY ISSUED GATE PROBLEMS

1)
C1=B*log2(1+(S/N))

=B*log2(S/N)        

given (S/N>>1)        
Now (S/N) is doubled,

C2= B*log2(2S/N)
= B*log2 2 +  B*log2(S/N)
= B + C1 

C2=B + C1

2)
Steady State Error,

ess=lim𝑡→0
𝑠 ∗ 𝑅(𝑠)/(1 + 𝐺 𝑠 ∗ 𝐺𝑐 𝑠

R(s)=1/s

ess=lim𝑠→0
1/(1 + 𝐺 𝑠 ∗ 𝐺𝑐 𝑠 )

= lim
𝑠→0

1/(1 + (𝐺𝑐(𝑠)/ 𝑠2 + 2𝑠 + 2))

ess is minimum if    𝒍𝒊𝒎
𝒔→𝟎

𝑮 𝒔 is maximum.


